Probably the most promising new identity to arise in a recent study of identities on commutative algebras [3] is This identity generalizes not only the power-associativθ identity, x 2 x 2 = {x 2 x)x, but also the generalization of the Jordan identity considered in [4] . In the present paper, we study the structure of commutative rings of characteristic relatively prime to 2, 3, 5, or 7 satisfying (1) . This restriction on the characteristic will be assumed throughout the paper without further mention.
There are two obvious ways in which the structure theory of the class of rings studied here is noticeably weaker than the structure theory of power-associative rings. First of all, given a ring A satisfying (1) containing an idempotent e, there can exist elements of A which are annihilated by the operator (2R e -If but not by (2R e -I). Secondly, defining the additive subgroups A λ = A e (X) = {x j x e A, xe = Xx} for λ = 0, 1/2, and 1, the relations A X A O = 0 and A lt2 A ll2 c A x + A o are not valid in general. Despite these impediments, we see in §1 that A may be decomposed simultaneously with respect to a set of mutually orthogonal idempotents in much the usual fashion. In §2 we prove that, if A is simple of degree > 3 satisfying the condition that x(2R e -I) 2 = 0 if and only if x(2R e -I) = 0 for all x in A, then A is a Jordan ring. 1* We begin our investigation by partially linearizing (1) to obtain (2) 4((yx-x) x)x + 2(yx 2 -x) x + 2yx z -x + 2y(x*-x) + 2(yx-x) Taking w = z = 0 in (7), we obtain first the relation A By constructing examples, it is not difficult to show that the relations given in Theorem 1 cannot be improved. To illustrate this proceedure, we shall show that the relation A X A Q c A lj2 cannot be improved. Consider the commutative algebra spanned by the four elements e, a u α 1/2 , α 0 over any field F, and let multiplication be defined by e 2 = e, α^ = α 1/2 , ea { = ία< (i = 0, 1/2, 1), where all other products of basis elements are assumed to be zero. To show that this algebra satisfies (1) , it is sufficient to show that the complete linearization of of (1) (1), it is clear that every term will vanish, and the identity will be trivially satisfied.
Suppose now that a ring A satisfying (1) 
Taking yeAJX) and using the relation yv u = Ij2yv which follows from Theorem 1, this becomes {yv v)[4:
Since yveAJl/2), we see from (9) 
We are now ready to consider how the decomposition of A with respect to the idempotent u + v is related to the decompositions with respect to u and v separately. We shall prove. 
THEOREM 2 Let u and v be orthogonal idempotents in a ring
(1/2), to give the first assertion of the lemma.
From Theorem 1 we also get the relation y(2R u -I)R υ (2R u -7) = 0, or 4:(yu v)u = 2yu v + 2yv u -yv. Using this relation and Ayu u -< Ayu -y, equation (8) with y e B u (l/2) Π 5,(1/2) becomes
or 52/M t; + 5yv u -4ί/^ -4=yv + 3/2j/ = 0, which may be put in the form
Since l/2/)i2, -l/2^(i2. -1/2/), we also have yu v = l/2»v + l/4i/ = l/2ί/(% + v) -l/4# = 1/4^/. And finally, yv-u = 1/έy by symmetry.
Returning to the proof of the theorem, let y be an arbitrary element of A u+υ (l) and let y = y ± + y^% + y 0 be its decomposition with respect to u. The relation R u R υ = R υ R u was shown to hold on elements of B u (l/2) Π B υ (l/2) in Lemma 2, and it is easy to check that it also holds for elements of each of the other additive subgroups into which we have decomposed A. Now that we have established Theorem 2, it is an easy matter to decompose A simultaneously with respect to any number of mutually orthogonal idempotents.
THEOREM 3 Let e l9 e 29
, e n be a set of orthogonal idempotents in a ring A satisfying (1) whose sum is the unity element of A, and Since the mutual intersection of three is zero, AiB 3k = 0. Observing that B i3 B kl c A u (ΐ)B kl for u = β< + β y , we also have 5^5^ = 0.
j <n and i Φ j. Then A is the additive direct sum of the A/s and the Bi/s, and AiAi c A i9
For the two remaining inclusion relations given in Theorem 3, we must make a little longer calculation. Linearing (2) Thus, #w and zx are both in A ik , and (11) reduces to (yx) [2R H -I] -2zx + 2yw = 0, or (yw -so?) e C ik . We finally have CT e C ik9 giving the relation B ia C ak c C ik . The remaining relation -A i5 A ik c A ifc -may be derived by taking z = w = 0 in (11).
2. This section will be devoted to the proof of THEOREM 4. Let A be a simple ring satisfying (1) 
and containing two orthogonal idempotents u and v such that u + v is not the unity element of A and such that B u (lj2) = A u (l/2) and B υ (l/2) -A υ (l/2). Then A is a Jordan ring.
If A doesn't contain a unity element, then we may adjoin one and the resulting ring will still satisfy the same identity [3, Theorem 1], It is therefore sufficient to prove the theorem for a ring R which contains a unity element and which is either simple or is the result of adjoining a unity element to a simple ring. In the latter case, every ideal of the augmented ring contains the original ring [1, Lem. 2, p. 506] , and in either case, the idempotents e x -u 9 e 2 = v, and e 3 = 1 -u -v are mutually orthogonal idempotents of R which add to the unity element. Adopting the terminology of Theorem 3, we see from the last sentence of Lemma 2 that the remaining hypotheses of Theorem 4 are equivalent to the relations B i3 = A iS for 1 < i, j < 3 and i Φ j.
We must next deduce more information from our identity about the products of elements from different components of R. Linearizing (1) completely, replacing two of the variables by the idempotent e = β< (i = 1, 2, 3) , and assuming that the other three variables satisfy xeXx f ye = μy, and ze = vz, we obtain
+ -vjxz y -0 .
Δ /
We first set λ = μ = 0, v = 1 in this equation to get This separates into the two equations (14) 2
(yz x + xz y)\R? + -|^ + 1^1+ [(yz Φ + (xz e)y][B e -21]
The equations that we have just derived may be put in operator form by defining for each xeA e (0) the mappings S a : A e (ϊ) -> A e (l/2), T x : A e (l/2) -• A e (l), and ϋ.: A e (l/2) -> A e (l/2) by the equations (zJS. = «OJ, (^/,)Γ β = (zx) lf and (z l!2 )U x = (3x)i/ 2 respectively. In this notation, equations (13) - (15) In order to prove our next lemma, we need to compute two more special cases of (12). Using Lemma 2, we may now assume that A e (l/2A e (l/2) We are now in a position to prove. Now that Lemma 7 has been proved, equation (15) Theorem 4 may now be established by verifying that the linearized Jordan identity is satisfied for all possible ways of choosing the arguments in the various components of R. These calculations all proceed easily using Theorem 3, Lemma 3, Lemma 7, and equations (21)- (23). However, this computation may be avoided by appealing to [2, Theorem 5] , which states that a certain set of hypotheses implied by the properties that we have established for R implies power-associativity. It should be remarked that Mrs. Losey's theorem is stated only for simple algebras in which the decomposition is well behaved with respect to any idempotent in the algebra. However, her proof actually establishes the theorem for simple rings containing a unity element or with unity element adjoined in which properties about the decomposition with respect to an idempotent are only assumed for three particular idempotents which add to the unity element.
